OTHER VIRGINIA DAVENPORT ANCESTRIES

Davenports with Colonial Virginia roots who are unable to connect their ancestry to the Pamunkey Davenport lineage identified below are advised that there were also the Tidewater Davenports, the James River Davenports, the Prince George Davenports [likely a branch of the James River line], the Eastern Shore Davenports, the Ambrose Davenports [both a White and Mulatto line], the King & Queen Davenports [a White and Mulatto line descending from an Ann Davenport], the Altona Davenports [now of the West Virginia panhandle, all descendants of Abraham Davenport], the Southwark Tory Davenports [whose patriarch abandoned his family during the Revolution and fled to England where he shortly died], and at least three generations of a William Davenport line of New Kent-Hanover, all in colonial settlement of the Colony also. Rootless Virginia Davenports might do well to search for their American beginnings in those venues.